Monday 4th February 2019
Dear Parents and Carers,
YEAR 6 SPRING TERM WEEK 6
Week at a glance:
Maths
 We shall be continuing our unit of work on pie charts and how to read them, looking
more this time at how to create our own and collect data for compiling them.
English
 This week we shall be producing a range of types of writing (letters, poetry, diaries,
recounts) based on the legend of the Mary Celeste.

Homework for this week:
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

Friday

Homework out
Spelling sentences to be written in
homework books based on the prefix
‘pre-‘. Spelling words to be learned
ready for the spelling test on Friday.
Science- Light
Make a rainbow at home and record the
results. Instructions will be provided.
Maths- Pie Charts
Worksheet to be provided.
History- Ancient Greece.
Write a diary as though you are a soldier
fighting in of one of the famous Greek
battles. Choose to write about either the
Battle of Salamis, Thermopylae,
Chaeronea or Aegospotami.
English- based on our week’s review of
the disappearance of the Mary Celeste.
Carry out some research into possible
ideas and theories about this famous
disappearance.
Prepare an A4 sheet which gives a
report on these ready to hand in.

Homework in
Wednesday 6 February
th

Thursday 7th February
Friday 8th January
Monday 11th February

Tuesday 12th February

Spellings for this week:
Words based on the prefix ‘pre-‘, meaning ‘before’ or ‘early’
Group A
preview
prehistoric
prevent
previous
premonition
prescription
presentation
presume
precious
predator

Group B
prediction
previous
preparation
pressure
prevent
president
presume
pregnant
precious
predator

Group C
prefer
present
prevent
pretend
preview
predator
prey
prehistoric
prepare
pressure

Notes:



For all children attending the France residential visit in June, please note that the collective
passport forms sent by Parentmail last week need to be returned to school by Friday 15th
February 2019. Please note that a passport-grade photograph should also be included with
the form. Thank you.

Yours sincerely,

Mr. C. Barnard

